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introducing it to the market. Right next to it on the
shelf is CigArrest - no clin i ca l trials, no safety
tests no evidence of effectivene ss. Why not? Because
its m~kes claim it is homeopathic. Apparently chicle,
like water has a long-term memory.
This bring us to a curious question - since a
homeopathic remedy is infinitely dilute, how do we
prove that it is indeed homeopathic.
If we believe
that the water has a memory, how can we show it or
prove it? Unless the mechanism is known, the whole
business is an invitation to fraud.
How can a
government prove the truthfulness of homeopathic
labeling - it i s like proving holy water has been
blessed.
The abuse of science in the healing arena goes on
and one, reaching even higher flights of fantasy.
I
don't like to even think about Deepak Chopra and the
millions he's made promoting quantum healing - a quick
read of his hugely popular books reveals a vast
ignorance about quantum theory. Or about biofield
therapeutics - wherein the practitioner feels the
"energy field" of your body with his hands and then
uses his hands to smooth out the lumps in that field
curing all your problems. Or the current fad for
magnetic field therapy.
Gentlemen - stop your Belief Engines.

WHAT IN THE WORLD IS GOING ON?
October 16, 2000

Otto P. Geier, Jr.

Originally, I had planned to write a paper on The
Benefits of Procrastination but it realized it would
require years of analysis and would be difficult to
begin in a timely manner.
It would make more sense in
a couple of years. Also, because our colleague Bill
Pogue, on his deathbed, spoke to me about his interest
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in writing a paper on t e ori g i n of the original Coney
Island in New York , I cons i d e red the possibility of
undertaking his planned o p us . Alas, after his demise
no notes or other r el a te d subject material were found
within his premises t o l aunch this project.
After reviewing several other possibilities and
possessing an interest in things technical and
scientific, I decided to take a look at the impact of
science and anti-science movements on our culture
because much of current progress is profoundly
disquieting to so many people.
I found that
elaborating on the literature exploring the foundations
of the v arious movements and counter-movements would be
cruel to our members, forcing either a mass exodus from
these august premises or insuring that a larger portion
of my audience would be as l eep before the completion of
this paper. Also, some members migh t come away
severely depressed. After some r e f lec t i on, I decided
against taking the materia l a nd pro du c ing Dr. Geier's
magic tapes for curing Sleep Apnea.
It seemed better
to reveal some of my personal reflections on scientific
and technological changes, contrasting them with some
of the anti - science expressions manifested today.
What
were some of the significant technological and
lifestyle changes just before and during my lifetime?
What were the react i ons to these at the time? How fast
did change o cc ur in some of the areas? Is there a
difference i n the rate of innovation today or just
perception by older persons that change is coming too
fast to u n de r stand? Were there some fundamental
changes too difficult to accept? How quickly are new
products obsolete?
In spite of my prior remarks I will not totally
abandon discussing my findings about the anti-science
movement.
Its manifestations are all around us.
Last
year in England persons, fearing for their health and
safety burned government owned fields of genetically
modifi~d (GM) crops. Ironically, these plots were
being used to test t e safety of GM crops for,hum~n
consumption.
The E ropean Common Mar~et has ln~t7tuted
e
importa
io o f most genetlcally modlfled
b ans on th
, ,
'd
't seem to
c ro s.
Traditiona l sci entlflc testlng oesn
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perceptions of science are translated into political
action often detrimental to progress.
The mapping of
the human genome is a triumph of human ingenuity and
offers great possibilities of helping those with
hereditary diseases as well as enhanced potential for
developing new methods to fight disease.
But the new
tools of DNA research garner significant opposition on
religious, ethical, and moral grounds. To many a
Pandora's Box has been opened but we should not fear
its consequences unless we develop into a tot~litarian
society. Unfortunately, some feel we are mov1ng
inevitably toward such an outcome.
Theodore Kaczynski, the Unabomber, is the most
notable exemplar, if noL folk hero, of the new,
burgeoning, anti-science movement.
Considered normal
and brilliant in high school, he went to Harvard at age
sixteen. While there he gradually developed a major
antipathy to science and technology while probably
evolving towards some form of schizophrenic
personality. Harvard and the Making of the Unabomber
by Alston Chase in the June 2000 Atlantic Monthly 1S a
revealing article on this strange individual.
Industrial Society and the Future (The Unabomber
Manifesto) is frightening to read because many of its
paragraphs sound reasonable and resonate with a wide
population. Here are a few choice examples:
"The Industrial Revolution and its consequences
have bee~ a disaster for the human race.
They have
great~y l~creased the life-expectancy of those of us
who 11;re.1n "adv~nced" countries, but they have
des~ab1l1zed soc1ety, have made life unfulfilling, have
subJected human beings to indignities, have led to
widespread psychological suffering (in the Third World)
to physical suffering as well and have inflicted severe
damage on the natural world.
The continued development
of technology will worsen the situation.
It will
certainly subject human beings to greater indignities
and inflict greater damage on the natural world, it
will probably lead to greater social disruption and
psychological suffering, and it may lead to increased
suffering even in "advanced" countries."
"The industrial-technological system may survive
or it may bredk down . If it survivec, it MAY
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eventuall y ac hi eve a low level of physical and
psychol ogic al suffering, but only after passing through
a long and very painful period of adjustment and only
at the cost of permanently reducing human beings and
many ot her liv ing organisms to engineered products and
mere cogs in the social machine.
Furthermore, if the
system survives, the consequences will be inevitable.
There is no way of reforming or modifying the system so
as to prevent it from depriving people of dignity and
autonomy. "
Wow!
Have you heard echoes of these sentiments
expressed by others in our society? The Unabomber goes
on to identify his concerns about state sponsored mind
control through drugs and the use of gene therapy for
the modification of behavior.
Further, he believes our
societ y regards as a "sickness" any mode of thought or
behavior that is inconvenient to the system. What
catalyst drove Kac zynski over the edge to commence the
killing and maiming of 17 persons? The following
paragraph summari zing his objectives may be a clue.
"We advocate a revolution against the industrial
system.
This revolu tion mayor may not make use of
violence; it may be sudden or it may be a relatively
gradual process spann ing a few decades.
.This is not
be a POLITICAL revol ution.
Its object will be to
overthrow not governments but the economic and
technologica l basis o f the present society."
There is a word , Misoneism, which captures the
essence of rna y of the extremist sympathi zers of
Kaczynski.
It is h atred, fear, or intolerance of
innovation or cage . Here are some examples cited by
another author:
"Destroy ' t " i s what Julius Caesar screamed as his
hordes p t
he torch to the Library of Alexandria.
"Destroy i " i s what the Grand Inquisitor screame d
when h e read Galileo's Dialogues.
"Destroy ~ . " is what the
ddi tes screamed in 18 th
century E gland when t hey sashed the machinery
that wa s s pposedly res p .s ' bl e for their misery
in the Ind st rial Revol
"Destroy it" is what the Fasci sts of the Left
screamed w en they bombed r smashed computing
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centers in Minnesota or Montre al.
It has again
become fashionable to blame science and technology
for the ills of society .
I have some sympathies
for the Luddites who were uneducated , miserable,
and desperate.
I have none for the collegeeducated illiterates who drivel about too much
science and technology because they want to
conserve their lifestyle by denying it to
everybody else."
- Petr Beckmann from A History of Pi
Why should the anti-science phenomenon conr.Arn us?
Paraphrasing Gerald James Holton in his book, Science
and Anti-Science 1 , the author feels that, in a
democracy, even a poorl y informed citizenry can demand
a place at the table where political decisions are
made.
Therei n li e s the p otentia l for erroneous policy
and eventual political instabi lity.
While
astrologers, anti -evol utionists, spiritualists,
psychics and peddlers of New Age thinking might be
viewed with condesc e nsion or amusement, we should view
them with some apprehension. Holton later summarizes
in the following paragraph:
"In short, it is prudent to regard the committed
and politically ambitious parts of the anti-science
phenomenon as a reminder of the Beast that slumbers
below. When it awakens, as it has again and again over
the,past few cen~uri~s, and as it undoubtedly will
agaln some day, lt wlll make its true power known. ,,2
, Enough is enough.
I am reluctant to expose this
audlence to any more gloomy thoughts.
It is time to
turn to more cheerful things such as the marvelous
progress we ha~e made from the last century to the
present.
Permlt me to reminisce a bit.

Holton, Gerald James, S Clence
'
an d Anti-Science
Cambridge, Mass, Harvard University Press 1993
'
2

Ibid
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My natural childhood curiosity led me to read such
books as The Wonder Book of Knowledge and enjoy the
technical wonders displayed and forecast in the 1939
World's Fair in New York.
I had early exposure to math
and physics in school. Also as a child I loved to
tinker with things, easily dismantling many household
devices and occasionally reassembling them.
I
discovered the power of electricity by putting a
screwdriver in a live wall socket. Like most young
males, I began to examine how tools are used to make
things. Also, because I grew up in a very musical
household I learne d to play the piano and make acetate
recordings of the various musical artists who visited
our family.
Since then technological progress has made
it very easy for me to create very professional quality
recordings .
In 1944 , I entered Princeton University to get a
degree in Bas ic Engineering. The curriculum w~s
designed to provi de an overview and understa~dlng of
the various engineer ing fields without becomlng deeply
proficient i n any of them, but at the same time
requiring a heavy load of liberal arts courses.
Further stude nt s i n Basic Engineering were helped to
underst~nd the a n alog ies between electrical, hydraulic
and mechanica l systems - useful if one wants to explore
different ways of do ing the same thing.
This was an
exciting time to be i n college, particularly in 1944.
Einstein was frequen tly seen roaming around campus in
baggy sweate rs. Whi le our physics professor, Eric
Rogers, was ta k ' g about the tremendous power that
could be un leas ed fr om certain uranium isotopes, work
on the Atomi c Bomb was going on in the basement.
Rogers also gave a d emonstration using light waves to
transmit sound. S r angely, when Alexander Graham Bell
invented the telep one, he apparently realized that
light waves as we
as copper wires could be used to
transmit sound .
fo rtunately, he didn't think this
alternative was prac tical at that ti me. At the end of
college in ea r y 950, by reading engineering journals,
I became aware of e xperiments at the Servolab of MIT
using punched paper tape to control machi ne tools - a
process that was l ater called numer ical control.
Later, I enjoyed a two-year working sojourn at a
certain machi ne too l factory in Oakl ey learning how to
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use tools to make things. Eager to impress my new
employers, I told them about the work at MIT. The idea
of exploring this further was ridiculed and summarily
rejected.
Perhaps this illustrates a caution about
exploring ideas not developed in- house - the so-called
NIH factor.
Nevertheless, numerical control systems
did ultimat ely evo lve into a maj or product line for the
company. While working in the organization, I had the
pleasure of conducting many tours for outsiders in
order to give them an overall view of our product lines
and a lot of Chutzpah about the importance of the
company to the world. Our tools were used to make the
products the world needed. Naturally, we were the
best. After World War II, there were strong pressures
for reduced armaments and all the things associated
with war, including tools. One of my tours included a
meeting with representatives of Moral Re-Armament (an
outgrowth of the Oxford Movement in pre World War II
Britain) and listening to their pleas to stop making
tools for war.
Their conviction that wars could be
avoided if we all believed in Peace and stopped
creating armaments. Of course, the Korean War was in
full swing. We were proollr.ing machine tools at a
prodigious rate.
The next step in further exposure to science and
technology was at Harvard Business School.
In the 2 nd
year (1954), I took a course under renowned professor
and venture capitalist, Georges F. Doriot. He forced
his students to stretch their minds and explore the
world of possibilities. As founder and President of
American Research and Development, Inc., one of this
country's first venture firms, Doriot oversaw the
nurturing of many new enterprises. His students were
expected to come up with one invention or new idea, no
matter how trivial, per week.
Two examples were the
touch - tone phone and edible newsprint. We we re also
required to form project teams to do a research report
on emerging or prospective technologies or industrial
devel~pments.
Some of the topics were:
Fiber-Optics,
Irradlated Foods, [R]evolution in Printing (my project
team). A member of the Fiber-Optics t e am who seemed to
recognize the potential of Masers (microwave
amplification by stimulated emissions) for
com~unication, later founded MCI Communications.
My
proJect team studied the emerging scientific
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developments in the field of printing and developed a
conceptual prototype for a photoelectronic color
publishing sy~tem including specifying the necessary
software attrlbutes.
It took thirty years for our
forecasts to come to fruition.
Doriot also taught his
pupils to always be alert to technological and societal
changes which might affect our lives and business.
The legacy of this prodding was an insatiable
curiosity that has made me a technological pack rate
devouring and accumulating numerous newspaper,
magazine, and Internet clippings. Trying to keep up
with change becomes a major hurdle.
It has also
produced a mess of major proportions in our household I think we all sense
a residential Rumpke so to speak.
that changes in products, processes and science are
becoming much mo re rapid in the last two decades. With
the proliferation of cl aims, hype and pure balderdash,
it becomes increas ingly difficult to keep up and know
what works, what to buy, and what is important.
In an
attempt to gain further understanding I have read Peter
Drucker's Age of Discon tinuity, George Gilder's
Microcosm, and extra ct s of his latest work, Telecosm.
For a view on gl oba change s, I have read The Lexus and
the Olive Tree by Tho as Friedman. To get a sense of
the disruptive tec hnologie s, I read Clayton M.
Christensen's book,
he Innovator's Dilemma - When New
Technologies Cause Great Firms to Fail. Reading these
might help one fee l
re comfor table about the rate of
change.
since Alexander Graham Bell 's invention of the
telephone, the spe ed a~d ode o f communication has
grown at an accelera i.g pace . Manual labor in the
system has been al mos c p etely replaced with
automated systems, leavi .g 0 ly repairmen and
installers to service
e .ardware infrastructure.
The
breakup of A T & T increased compe tition between the
various telephone compa ies and seemingly led to more
competitors. MCl, thro g its rapid deployment of
microwave technology , e merged as a powerful competitor
to A T & T. Satell ites now facilitate phone access to
most areas of the wor l d allowing famili es on sepa rate
continents to talk with one another. Wi th c~e advent
of fiber-optic cables many households can enJ~y .
simultaneous voice and hi gh-speed data communlca tlon
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limited only by the bandwidth of the lines.
In
conjunction with satellites, da ta f lows almost
instantaneously betwe en cont i nents . The rapid
dissemination of news now caus es swift money transfers
from one country to another . Truly , t he major
industrial nations are now b o nde d ele ctronically to
form a single global community . Ex c e pt in dictatorial
nations where news is controlled by t h e government, or
in primitively developed regi o ns, f ina nc ial shocks in
one area can quickly affect othe r nati o ns. At the same
time, the major phone companies are hav ing a harder
time selling long distance services profitably.
Instead they are focusing on o ff eri ng higher margin,
higher priced broadband ac c e ss to the ir customers.
In
this there is a premise that this service offers more
bang for the buck.
I n the end, we should all b e n e fit
even though the technology improvements are temporarily
disruptive to less efficient telephone companies.
According t o my Wonder Book of Knowledge,
television was first d e veloped in the 1920's by
Baird(?) in England and C.T . Jenkins in the United
States. Uses were largely confined to the laboratory.
Improvements in telev ision cameras were made circa 1935
by Vladymir Zworykin and Philo Farnsworth in this
country_
This h e lped initia te t he beginning of TV
broadcasts.
It is my understanding that just preceding
World War II and somewhat ahead of us, television
broadcasts began in Great Britain. With the
development of better picture tubes, television began
to emerge here in the late 1940's.
Improvements in
picture tube shape and the introduction of color TV
launched a rapid expansion of this technology in the
1950's. Originally, experts predicted that television
would help society achieve great educational benefits
from this medium. While public TV attempted to address
this market, the major network audiences sought
entertainment and, to a lesser extent, news.
This
trend continues unabated with a continuing decline in
programming standards and content. Global satellite
transmission that revealed the abundance of goods in
most Western nations helped to precipitate the fall of
Communism in Eastern Europe. Domestically, too many of
our news programs are tightly packaged for
sensationalism and entertainment in lieu of in depth
content of serious issues. On CNN at odd hours, we may
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be lucky enough to ge ' a
e foreign news content,
although such coverage ay be confined to countries
currently in fashion.
espice this gloomy assessment,
there is a rich array of program choices on cable TV.
It is a godsend for the elderly and the handicapped.
High definition television just emerging will offer
improved picture quality and changed picture aspect
ratios.
Prices will seem excessive until demand rises
to offer manufacturers economy of scale.
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Truly, the development of the computer in the last
I will not attempt to
address earlier times in this field.
About 1950,
Thomas Watson Sr. said he could not visualize more than
five computers would be needed to serve the
computational needs of the world.
Fortunately, this
forecast lacked merit.
Today there are millions of
relatively low cost desktop and portable computers in
this country and the rest of the world.
~hAy ~rA found
in homes as well as businesses.
Some households have
several computers - his, hers and the kids.
The large
main frames no longer dominate although they do serve
to tie together groups of computers in networks.
The
advent of increasingly powerful microchips has lowered
the cost of hardware and memory to an unbelievable
extent.
Computers have enabled some employees to be
telecommuters - i.e. performing many office functions
at home or on the road away from their employer's
corporate offices.
In homes, the world wide web
(Internet) has provided almost instantaneous
communication and information dissemination between
scattered family members.
The Internet is also a
treasure trove of information sources for those doing
research.
The information conduits called search
engines are ostensibly free.
As many of you know,
their revenues come principally from advertising
revenues. Advertisers and their associated search
engine providers install files called cookies.
You
can't eat them but they can eat up portions of memory.
Most cookies are hostile, evil bodies that are designed
to tell the issuer far more about you than you would
ever voluntarily disclose to a stranger.
The Internet
access provider norma lly offers some kind of electronic
mail service (e-mail ) in effect a mailbox and
transmission service.
They are very useful.
But
beware of sending confidential messages via e-mail.
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50 years has been remarkable.
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The FBI has a program cal led Carnivore that can monitor
your e-mail and call to the ir a~tention anything
illicit or seditious. Lawyers In a number of court
cases have issued subpoenas f or s uch communications.
So, it appears there are no pr ivacy right s pertaining
to this medium of communication.
ote that this is a
layman's opinion as I have no wis h to offend members of
the bar who might be in the audience.
In preparing this paper, I was amazed by the
improvements in methods since the 1930's to transcribe
information.
In my youth elementary and grade school
reports were written manually in lead pencil on a ruled
pad. Later, in college one frequently wrote a draft in
longhand making corrections tediously.
Cut and paste
or total rewrite were pencil options. The same process
appl i ed if you had a manual typewriter.
For those
lucky enough to have access to a typist, there was a
mutually shared burden to produce acceptable copy
usually involving the same steps described for selftyped papers.
Thus final edit before submission to a
professor still remained tedious.
In business, the
process might be simplified if you had a Dictaphone to
record your verbal thoughts.
Still, the machine's
cylinder, the recording medium, had to be turned over
to the transcribing secretary.
The latter usually
provided a typed draft of your remarks. As editor you
could instruct the secretary to do the appropriate
revisions.
In any case, it was a messy, time-consuming
process before you got an acceptable copy.
After World War II, improved technologies began to
appear - magnetic recording machines with some edit
capabilities, IBM Selectric type writers with some
partial character correction capabilities. Then there
emerged a number of "smart" stand - alone word processors
with memory and some editor capabilities. These
machines tended to be used primarily by secretaries
though some hearty men learned to type.
Finally,
computer keyboards attached to microprocessors became
prevalent.
First used for data entry and financial
worksheets, these keyboards came to be a major source
of word processing input . Providing there was an
adequate word processing program, the user eliminated
the middle-person. He was free to create, format and
revise his work at will.
Programs such as Micro~oft
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Word and Corel Word Perfec t have greatly reduced the
time and tedium of produci ng a report. However, last
year one of our members, i n stre am of profanity
expressed his dismay abou t not being able to transport
his old Word Perfect soft ware to his late wife's newe r
computer which on ly had Microsoft Word.
I believe he
e xp r essed homic i d al thoughts towards Bill Gates.
For
this recollection, I am like ly to be reprimanded and
perhaps e xpe l led from thes e quarters .
I have resis ted the temptation to cover a variety
o f innovations in greater depth preferring to give a
f ew illustrative examples . Certainly, the p r ogre ss in
medicine is another topic just as important. That can
be dealt with la ter. We are truly net beneficiaries
from the developments de scribed earlier. We need to be
vigilant about the force s impeding p r ogress and to make
a s e rious, sust ained effor t to rais e the e ducational
a ch i evement levels in ou r society so that an informed
society can make better c hoi ces for our future.
Now permit me to have a frivolous moment. What
kinds of c hanges should we have in The Literary Club?
Surcaps for h earing impaire d me mbers? New c hairs with
electro-stimulat io devices (tasers) to awaken those
not paying atte nti ? Shou ld we have a virtual club
with meetings cond cted entirely electronically?
Should paper~ b e i
eractive wi th fr e quent challenges
f r om the audlence?
0, I am not as paranoid as the
Unabomber.
Gentlemen take p your cudgels and let no one
interfere with the sa ctity of this organization.
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October 23, 200 0

S NEW YORK?

Anthony G. Covatta

Mets? Yanke es? Bush? Gore? Rick Lazio? Da re I
say it - Hillary ? Gentlemen, none of tho se questions
will be answe r ed tonight. Our tale will come up with a

